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Abstract. Different wavelength light sources are used in photodynamic therapy (PDT) of the skin to treat different conditions. Clinical studies show inconsistent results for the effectiveness of aminolevulinic acid (ALA)-PDT performed at different wavelengths. In order to understand the effect of treatment wavelength, a theoretical study was performed to calculate time-resolved depth-dependent distributions of PDT components including ground-state oxygen, sensitizer, and reacted singlet oxygen for different treatment wavelengths (405, 523, and 630 nm) using a numerical model of ALA-PDT of human skin. This model incorporates clinically relevant features of the PDT process including light attenuation, photobleaching, oxygen consumption, and diffusion, as well as tissue perfusion. The calculations show that the distributions of these quantities are almost independent of the treatment wavelength to a depth of about 1 mm. In this surface region, PDT-induced hypoxia is the dominant process. At greater depths, the production of singlet oxygen is governed by the penetration of the treatment light. Two non-invasive PDT dosimetry approaches: the cumulative singlet oxygen luminescence (CSOL) and the fractional fluorescence bleaching metric, were investigated and compared for all three wavelengths. Although CSOL was more robust, both metrics provided correlations with the singlet oxygen dose in the upper dermis that were almost independent of treatment wavelength. This relationship breaks down at greater depths because light penetration depends on wavelength.
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1 Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) has emerged as an important treatment method for various diseases. Topical aminolevulinic acid (ALA)-induced protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) PDT is widely used to manage a variety of malignant and nonmalignant skin conditions. During ALA-PDT, the light-activatable photosensitizer PpIX is endogenously synthesized after the administration of the prodrug 5-aminolevulinic acid. Light exposure then produces singlet oxygen ($^1O_2$) that causes clinical outcomes.

The efficiency of PDT can be determined by the availability of tissue oxygen, the penetration depth of excitation light into tissue, and the absorption of the photosensitizer. During ALA-PDT treatment, excitation light sources at different wavelengths are often used for different treatment purposes and conditions. PpIX has absorption peaks at about 405 nm in the Soret Band, and at about 505, 540, 580, and 630 nm in the Q-Band. A short wavelength excitation light can be used to maximize the absorption of PpIX, to limit penetration depth and to avoid exposing deeper healthy tissue. Narrow-band blue light (405 to 420 nm) was first approved by the US FDA (Food and Drug Administration) for acne vulgaris treatment, and newer generations of this blue light system have been produced. Red light (633 nm) with its deeper penetration depth is usually used to treat superficial basal cell carcinoma (sBCC).

Studies have been conducted to investigate ALA-PDT efficacy at different wavelengths ranging from 405 to 420 nm (blue light) and 635 nm (red light). Green light was also evaluated to compare ALA-PDT efficacy. An early study found that green light (543 to 548 nm) was less painful than red light (630 nm), but equally effective, for the treatment of facial solar keratoses. On the other hand, another clinical ALA-PDT study found that green light (540 ± 15 nm) is less effective than red light (630 ± 15 nm) in the treatment of Bowen’s disease. These results are inconsistent for different diseases, which may imply that treatment wavelength is not the only cause of different therapeutic outcomes of ALA-PDT.

Many of these studies were performed to evaluate the clinical response to determine the optimal wavelength for a specific type of PDT treatment. To our knowledge, no theoretical studies have been conducted using realistic clinical treatment parameters to investigate the fundamental differences in ALA-PDT of the skin at different excitation wavelengths. In a recent study, Nielsen et al. used a mathematical model to investigate the effects of oxygen depletion on the efficiency of ALA-PDT at different depths at different excitation wavelengths. These authors calculated the PDT efficacy as the product of the calculated relative fluence rate in skin and the measured excitation spectrum of PpIX, but did not take into account the effects of oxygen supply and consumption. An accurate simulation of the production and
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the distribution of singlet oxygen may be a better way to understand PDT effects.

The PDT process is complicated, but insight can be provided by a dynamic model for ALA-PDT of human skin recently introduced by Liu et al.\textsuperscript{[10]} The temporal and spatial distributions of the essential PDT parameters including tissue oxygen, photosensitizer, and singlet oxygen were investigated for PDT using red excitation light. Different PDT dosimetry approaches were also compared at the same excitation wavelength.\textsuperscript{[11]} The objective of the present study is to use this model to examine and compare the distributions of the three PDT parameters and different dose metrics for PDT at different wavelengths. The studied wavelengths are 405, 523, and 633 nm. The 405 nm wavelength representing blue light is close to the maximum absorption of PpIX. The 633 nm light is commonly used in clinics. Green light at 523 nm rather than 540 nm was chosen as a theoretical guide to a pilot study of singlet oxygen luminescence (SOL) detection on normal human skin using a laser source at this wavelength for its suitable characteristics for time-resolved SOL measurement.\textsuperscript{[4]} With these wavelengths, the overall influence of the greater absorption coefficient of PpIX and limited excitation light penetration depth at shorter wavelength on the depth-resolved distribution of the reacted singlet oxygen will be evaluated. This can be useful to understand the choice of excitation light source for different clinical treatment targets.

### 2 Theory and Method

#### 2.1 Description of the Model

The dynamic one-dimensional ALA-PDT model used a semi-infinite three-layer tissue consisting of epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous fat layers to represent normal human skin. Each layer has uniform optical properties. The optical properties at the wavelengths of interest are shown in Table 1. The excitation light fluence distribution in tissue is simulated using the standard Monte Carlo (MC) method. The adjoint MC method was used to calculate the PpIX fluorescence and SOL signals escaping from the skin surface.

The model incorporates vertical (i.e., perpendicular to the skin surface) ground-state oxygen diffusion due to its spatial concentration gradient. Tissue oxygen can be supplied by diffusion from air and by perfusion from local blood vessels in the dermis and subcutaneous fat layer. The perfusion rate was hypothesized to be dependent on reacted singlet oxygen (\(1O_2\)) dose so that perfusion was reduced commensurate with PDT-induced vascular damage.

In the model, oxygen consumption consists of both metabolic consumption (\(\Gamma_{\text{met}}\)) described by the Michaelis-Menten relation and PDT consumption (\(\Gamma_{\text{PDT}}\)). The PDT oxygen consumption and the ground-state photosensitizer concentration are found by solving a set of differential equations describing the possible photochemical reaction pathways during PDT.

The final two differential equations for updating the concentration of ground-state PpIX and oxygen partial pressure at each depth after delivering a light dose increment are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). In Eq. (1), oxygen consumption is expressed by the product of oxygen partial pressure (\(pO_2\)) and solubility coefficient \(\alpha\) using Henry’s law because continuity in \(pO_2\) and in the oxygen flux are boundary conditions at depth \(z\). The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents \(\Gamma_{\text{PDT}}\). The second term is the metabolic oxygen consumption where \(\Gamma_{\text{met}}\) is the initial maximum metabolic consumption rate of human skin in the steady state, and \(k_{50}\) is the \(1O_2\) consumption at which \(\Gamma_{\text{met}}\) is half of \(\Gamma_{\text{met}}\). The third term represents the oxygen supply from blood vessels, where \(K_z\), as expressed in Eq. (1), is a sigmoidal irradiance-dependent reacted \(1O_2\) dose response and \(D_{50}\) is the \(1O_2\) dose that causes a 50% reduction in initial \(K\) value. The fourth term represents the tissue oxygen diffusion in the vertical direction, where \(D\) is the tissue oxygen diffusion coefficient, \(\Delta z\) is the depth grid increment, and the subscripts ‘-‘ and ‘+’ refer to the depths above and below \(z\), respectively. A more detailed description of this model and the derivation of these equations can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{[4]}

![Table 1: Optical properties of normal human skin. Data were extracted from Salomatina et al.\textsuperscript{[10]} The excitation wavelengths are 405, 523, and 633 nm, and the photosensitizer fluorescence and singlet oxygen phosphorescence wavelengths are 705 and 1270 nm, respectively. \(\mu_a\) is the absorption coefficient; \(\mu'_a\) is the reduced scattering coefficient (units mm\(^{-1}\)). The refractive index is 1.4 for all three layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Thickness [mm]</th>
<th>405 (nm)</th>
<th>523 (nm)</th>
<th>633 (nm)</th>
<th>705 (nm)</th>
<th>1270 (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\mu_a)</td>
<td>(\mu'_a)</td>
<td>(\mu_a)</td>
<td>(\mu'_a)</td>
<td>(\mu_a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidermis</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermis</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Q</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the model, the instantaneous production rate of $^{1}$O$_{2}$ at each depth is calculated via Eq. (5), where $I_a$ is photon absorption rate as defined in Liu et al. The emission rates of both sensitizer fluorescence at 705 nm and the SOL at 1270 nm on the skin surface are calculated using Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively:

$$K_z(t) = K_0 \left\{ 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\int_0^t [\phi_{PpIX}(t') - D_0]dt'}} \right\}. \tag{4}$$

$$[^{1}\tilde{O}_2] = I_a \Phi_D \frac{[O_2]}{k_p/k_a + k_p \frac{A_p}{k_a} + [^{1}\tilde{O}_2]}, \tag{5}$$

$$\dot{E}_{m705} = \int_0^\infty \tilde{F}_{ex}(z) \mu_{a,d}(z) \phi_f \tilde{F}_{em705}(z) C_r dz, \tag{6}$$

$$\dot{E}_{m1270} = \int_0^\infty [^{1}\tilde{O}_2](z) \phi_f \tilde{F}_{em1270}(z) C_r dz, \tag{7}$$

where $\tilde{F}_{ex}(z)$ and $\tilde{F}_{em}(z)$ are the fluence rate and relative fluence at the excitation and corresponding emission wavelengths, respectively; $\mu_{a,d}(z)$ is the absorption coefficient of PpIX; $\phi_f$ and $\phi_a$ are the PpIX fluorescence and $^{1}$O$_{2}$ luminescence quantum yields; and $C_r$ is an empirical scaling factor derived from the adjoint MC simulations.

### 2.2 Treatment Simulations

The simulations were performed with optical properties shown in Table 1 at excitation wavelengths: 405 nm (blue), 523 nm (green), and 633 nm (red). The treatment irradiance was 20 mW cm$^{-2}$. Total light exposure was 30 J cm$^{-2}$. The initial PpIX concentration was 4.4 μM on the skin surface and decreased exponentially with depth with decay constant 0.8 mm$^{-1}$. The other parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 2.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Temporal and Spatial Distributions of the PDT Quantities

Figure 1 shows ground-state oxygen perfusion rate ($K_r$) versus depth as radiant exposure increases at all three wavelengths. As discussed in more detail in Liu et al., a reduction in oxygen perfusion from local blood vessels during treatment was necessary to produce PpIX fluorescence photobleaching results in agreement with clinical measurements reported by Cottrell et al. early in the treatment (such as 1.2 J cm$^{-2}$), the reduction in perfusion is the greatest for blue light due to the greatest absorption of PpIX at this wavelength as shown in Table 1. However, at 30 J cm$^{-2}$, there is little difference in the PDT-induced vascular responses.

Figure 2(a), 2(c), and 2(e) shows the time-resolved depth distributions of ground-state oxygen at the three wavelengths, and Fig. 2(b), 2(d), and 2(f) presents the corresponding distribution of PpIX. Oxygen in the upper dermis (above 0.5 mm) is rapidly consumed after the delivery of light. This consumption during early PDT is fastest with blue light because of the PpIX absorption coefficient (see Table 3). The region of induced hypoxia gradually spreads to about 1 mm depth at all three wavelengths, and the distributions of tissue oxygen after 30 J cm$^{-2}$ light exposure at the three wavelengths are almost the same.

As shown in Fig. 3, PpIX near the skin surface is bleached fastest at 405 nm. Due to the induction of hypoxia in the upper dermis, PpIX remains at the end of treatment. Up to 1 mm depth, more PpIX is preserved at longer wavelength. At depths beyond 1 mm, the amount of remaining PpIX is the greatest at 405 nm at 30 J cm$^{-2}$. As shown in Fig. 3, this reflects the limited penetration of treatment light at 405 nm.

Figure 4 shows the normalized excitation light fluence rate versus tissue depth for all three wavelengths. The horizontal line indicates a reduction to $1/e$ for comparison of the penetration depths at the three wavelengths. Fluence rate was averaged over the entire treatment at each wavelength. In the model, fluence rate was updated after each increment of delivered light exposure, and the bleaching of PpIX causes small changes in the light absorption coefficients. This change is small compared with the tissue absorption coefficient, so the light fluence rate within tissue did not vary significantly during the treatment. These results are not shown in this paper. The penetration depths with currently used optical properties are about 0.25, 0.65, and 1 mm for blue, green, and red light, respectively.

### Table 2 Photophysical and physiological parameters. $\epsilon_{PpIX}$ and $\beta_{PpIX}$ values correspond to wavelengths of 633, 523, and 405 nm. $D = 0.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ was used for other layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>($k_a/k_ao(A_p)$)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>M$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($k_p/k_a$)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($k_{so}/k_{oa}$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($1_{max}$)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{50}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_0$</td>
<td>0.0370</td>
<td></td>
<td>s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^{1}\tilde{O}_2]_v$</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{50}$</td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
<td>μM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>0.2/1.25 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{PpIX}$</td>
<td>3000/10000/129000</td>
<td></td>
<td>MmHg$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{PpIX}$</td>
<td>0.021/0.058/0.5805</td>
<td></td>
<td>M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_f$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_d$</td>
<td>10$^{-8}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_h$</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_D$</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) shows the evolution of the depth-distribution of reacted singlet oxygen during PDT at the three wavelengths. The biological effect of PDT is expected to be caused to this quantity. The initial production rate of $^1O_2$ is the highest at 405 nm, but the total production of $^1O_2$ on the skin surface at the end of treatment is the same for all three wavelengths. The reduction in singlet oxygen production rate due to oxygen depletion and PpIX photobleaching in the epidermis and upper dermis can be observed at all wavelengths.

Figure 4(d) compares the reacted $^1O_2$ concentrations at the beginning and the end of PDT for the three wavelengths. Up to a depth of about 1 mm, the amount of reacted singlet oxygen at the end of treatment is practically independent of wavelength. Although the light fluence rate over this depth range is very different at the three wavelengths, the production of singlet oxygen is limited by hypoxia and PpIX photobleaching. At greater depths, sufficient oxygen and PpIX remain, so the production rate of $^1O_2$ is proportional to the treatment light fluence rate.

The importance of hypoxia and photobleaching are emphasized by additional calculations shown in Fig. 5. The hollow symbols are the results of the complete simulation [identical to Fig. 4(d)]. The solid symbols are calculations of reacted singlet oxygen based on the initial photosensitizer concentration and the light fluence rate (i.e., product of PpIX concentration, absorption coefficient, light fluence, and singlet oxygen quantum yield); photobleaching and hypoxia are not included. These calculations represent the predictions of an “explicit” dosimetry approach where the initial conditions are accurately determined and assumed to persist throughout the treatment. At sufficient depth, these nearly agree with those of the complete simulation, but closer to the surface, they can be in error by orders of magnitude. The third set of results in Fig. 5 represent simulations where photobleaching was “turned off” by setting $k_{os}$ to zero in Eq. 1 but where oxygen diffusion and consumption were included. Except for the most superficial layers, these simulations are in good agreement with the full simulations up to a depth of about 1 mm. This demonstrates that hypoxia is more important than photobleaching in determining the singlet oxygen dose in this region. At greater depths, where significant hypoxia is not induced, failure to include photobleaching results in an overestimate of the singlet oxygen dose. At even greater depths, where the fluence is insufficient to cause significant bleaching, all three calculations are in agreement.

In order to match clinical photobleaching data from Cottrell et al., a PDT-induced reduction in blood perfusion was included. We recognize that there is no generally accepted independent evidence for this effect; measurements of blood flow during PDT have been inconclusive. Although this reduction in perfusion has a significant effect on observed fluorescence, the effect on singlet oxygen dose is relatively small as shown in Fig. 6 in which the results of Fig. 4(d) were replotted and compared to simulations where perfusion was unaltered.

### 3.2 Dose Metrics Comparison

In an earlier paper, Liu et al. compared different PDT dose metrics and assessed their robustness under varied treatment conditions. Here we extend that analysis to incorporate treatment wavelength. In Liu et al., the compared metrics included the total cumulative SOL metric (CSOL), the fractional fluorescence bleaching metric (FFBM) given by $\ln \left( \frac{F_0}{F} \right)$, and the absolute fluorescence bleaching metric (AFBM) given by $F_0 - F$, where $F_0$ observed is PpIX fluorescence and $F_0$ is its initial value. The comparison showed that the CSOL is
the most robust, and that AFBM is more consistent than FFBM especially for varied PpIX concentration and distribution. However, because the absolute emission signals vary by at least one order of magnitude for different excitation wavelengths, only the FFBM is analyzed and compared with the CSOL in this study. The results are shown in Fig. 7 where the two dose metrics are plotted versus average reacted singlet oxygen dose in the dermis (i.e., average over depths 0.1 to 2.5 mm). As seen, the correlation between the CSOL and average reacted singlet oxygen dose in dermis is approximately linear, and is almost independent of the treatment wavelength. In contrast, the FFBM is less robust: the average singlet oxygen dose is about 50% higher for red light than blue light for the same observed reduction in PpIX fluorescence.

Instead of the average singlet oxygen dose in the dermis, a more critical parameter might be the dose at a specific depth. In more detailed analysis shown in Fig. 8, we examined the relationship between FFBM and CSOL and the dose at depths of 0,
As noted in an earlier paper, the relationship of the dose metric to the actual $^{1}O_2$ dose can be complex, especially for depths less than 1 mm. To examine the effect of treatment wavelength on these relationships, the data for depths 0.2, 0.5, and 1 mm are replotted and shown in Fig. 6. Although hypoxia and photobleaching cause complicated features in these curves at depths 0.2 and 0.5 mm, the influence of treatment wavelength is surprisingly small. The results at 1 mm depth show that the curve for blue light diverges from those for red and green light due to the limited penetration at 405 nm. This is even more prominent at 2 mm depth.

0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mm. The horizontal lines in the figure indicate the radiant light exposure during progress of PDT treatment.

Fig. 4 Depth-resolved distribution of reacted singlet oxygen at different treatment wavelengths. Reacted singlet oxygen is the cumulative concentration of singlet oxygen that reacted with biological substrates.

Fig. 5 Comparison of reacted singlet oxygen concentration at three wavelengths for different cases. Note that, for clarity, the curves for the same case were plotted using the results at the same depths for all three wavelengths. The curves for different cases at the same wavelength were plotted using the results at different depths.

Fig. 6 Comparison of reacted singlet oxygen concentration at three wavelengths for the cases with or without reduction in perfusion.
Fig. 7 Comparison of the dose metrics for different wavelength. (a) FFBM and (b) CSOL.

Fig. 8 (a), (c), and (e) Correlation of FFBM, and (b), (d), and (f) CSOL to the $^1$O$_2$ dose in a 50 μm layer at depths of 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 2 mm for different treatment wavelengths.
4 Conclusion

The present work is part of a comprehensive investigation of PDT mechanisms and dosimetry using a dynamic model of ALA-PDT of normal human skin. The focus of this paper was on the influence of PDT treatment wavelength on the temporal and spatial distributions of PDT quantities and on different PDT dose metrics. In general, wavelength-dependent differences in time-resolved evolutions of PDT components in the epidermis and upper dermis can be observed only very early in the PDT treatment. After radiant exposure of about 3 J cm\(^{-2}\), these distributions are almost independent of the treatment wavelength to a depth of about 1 mm.

Even though light penetration depth is about four times greater for red light than blue light, the influence of this variation on the distributions, especially for reacted singlet oxygen, was offset by sensitizer photobleaching and tissue oxygen depletion in the upper dermis. Different penetration depth led to different spatial distributions of the quantities only in the deeper tissue where no significant photobleaching and hypoxia occurred. Our simulations showed that tissue hypoxia plays a more important role than photobleaching for depth less than about 1 mm. Moreover, the distributions of reacted singlet oxygen are not very sensitive to the hypothesized reduction in oxygen perfusion, and these conclusions are probably valid under a wide range of conditions.

We also compared the wavelength sensitivity of two noninvasive PDT dose metrics: CSOL and FFBM. The relationship between CSOL and singlet oxygen dose (either average dose in the dermis or dose at specific depths) was less dependent on wavelength than that for FFBM. At depths above 1 mm, even for FFBM, the variation with wavelength was small enough to suggest that these methods could be applied across the full spectrum of ALA-PDT treatment wavelengths.
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